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Recruiting is an essential component of the job of a department chairperson. A high quality faculty is one of the key components of a successful and productive department and central to providing a high quality education to student. The process involves oversight of position description development, search committee formation, and ultimately negotiations with candidates. However, very few department chairpersons are formally trained for their position, including training on methods to recruit high quality faculty. Most often department chairpersons develop strategies for faculty recruitment while in the role and gain experience with each faculty search. Research has suggested that best practice may involve a
combination of strategies to attract new faculty\textsuperscript{iv}. It would therefore be beneficial if department chairs were exposed to successful concepts in recruitment as opposed to gaining knowledge mostly through experience.

Often times on university and college campus the Athletics Department has the most cumulative experience in recruiting methods to increase interest in programs as well as the University in general. These departments have to compete for the top-student athletes, against a mass of regulation and have developed strategies to attract top candidates\textsuperscript{v}. While not all strategies used by these programs that can be of assistance to department chairpersons some simple concepts and practices in student athlete recruitment can be helpful.

During this session, the presenter who has experience as both a department chair and successful recruiter in intercollegiate coaching, will share how using methods learned through recruiting student athletes can be applied to enhance faculty searches. The session will focus on how to properly market a department, how best to interact with candidates, and ultimately how to negotiate. Specific information and examples will be discussed regarding the creation of position announcements and jobs advertisements. Additionally, the presenter will discuss strategies for communication with candidates both during phone interviews and on-campus interviews.